Improvement of Nuclear Cardiology Images for Ischemic Patients using Image Processing Techniques
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Abstract

This study was performed Nuclear Medicine Department of Fadil Specialist Center and Elnileen Medical Center in Khartoum for 25 Ischemic heart disease patients associated with CAO. This paper presented an appropriate approach for the robust estimation of noise statistic in nuclear cardiology images. The main objective of this study was to Improve of Nuclear Cardiology Images for Ischemic Patients using Image Processing Techniques. For the Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography machine (SPECT) each imaged had been taken for each single case with guidance of ECG trigger by injected patients with (20 mci) of Tc99m-MIBI, then patient wait for 45 min to 1 hour. The scanned image saved as TIFF format images in computer for reservation of image quality. The data analyzed using
MatLab program to enhance the cardiac images and adenosine them. To achieve maximum image quality after denoising, a new, low order, local adaptive Gaussian Scale Mixture model is presented, which accomplishes nonlinearities from scattering. State of art methods use multi scale filtering of images to reduce the irrelevant part of information, based on generic estimation of noise. In this paper, prominent constraints are firstly preservation of image's overall look; secondly, preservation of the diagnostic content in the image and thirdly detection of small low contrast details in diagnostic content of the image.
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**Introduction**

The cardio-vascular system composed of the heart and blood vessels. The heart is hollow muscular organ consists of four chambers two a train and two ventricle, and four valves. The function of the heart is to provide blood to the body tissue and more important is to vary the amount of blood pumped according to the metabolic status of the tissues, when the heart fails to provide blood to tissues or fails to regulate the amount pumped according to needs of the tissues, we say that "this case is heart failure". Each of these two divisions or types actually has its specific characteristics throw, which the heart maintains, its function appropriately [1]. Like any muscle, the cardiac muscle is formed from separate muscle fibers anatomically, but physiologically these fibers act or function as one unit so all of them contract at same time, while the skeletal muscles whose fibers can contract each one by itself. This property of contraction, at the same time is called functional syncytium [2,3]. This mechanical excitation (contraction) is initiated or preceded by action potential, so when we say that all cardiac muscle fibers contract at the same time this means that the action potential reaches all the cells or fibers at the same time and for this to exist there is very low electrical resistance. Action potential travels along the cell membranes and distributes through the junction between the cells, the junctions between these cells, cardiac muscle fibers are gap junction and intercalated discs [4,5]. The action potential travels very fast on the intercalated discs because they have a very low electrical resistance if this property functional syncytium is not available, that is not all the fibers contract at the same time the ventricle wont contract properly and fail to pump the bloods, and this is very serious. Most of
the nutrient (about 70%) for tissues is from carbohydrates in the cardiac muscle it is reversed (70%) of the energy provided is from free fatty acids, and this is very essential because the carbohydrate diminish quickly during exercise fasting and its storage is not much while fats are stored in massive quantities [6-8]. As this muscle contract, it pumps the blood to the tissues, so the main blood flow or a supply to the organs is due to systole that is ventricle contraction. Nevertheless, the cardiac muscles get its blood supplies mainly during diastole that is ventricles relaxation, through the coronary arteries. As the ventricle contraction grows stronger, it requires more blood, and this blood flow to the cardiac muscle is not guarded or controlled by the autonomic nervous system but it is controlled by the metabolites, mainly adenosine, these metabolites make the coronary arteries contract pushing more blood to the cardiac muscle. All cardiac muscles cells contract at the same time. In case of skeletal muscle the force of contraction increase by involving more fibers into contraction (not all the skeletal muscles contract as same time) in what we called requirement, but in the case of the cardiac muscle all fiber are contract already and their no relax it fiber to contract, so the force of contraction in not by requirement but by increasing the force of each fiber [9]. The cardiac muscle does not work under un-aerobic conditions (only 1% of the activity is anaerobic and 99% is aerobic) so it must get its sufficient O2 always. This is a reason for myocardial ischemia so any disease in the coronary artery or anemia or any cause of O2 deficiency lead to this case, and that is why when someone makes a lot of activity, he has any of these diseases from this kind he fails to continue, and feels ache in the heart [10,11].

Materials and Methods:
For panoramic images each film scanned using digitizer scanner then treat by using image processing program (MatLab), where the enhancement and contrast of the image was determined. The scanned image was saved in a TIFF file format to preserve the quality of the image. The data analyzed used to enhance the contrast within the soft tissues, the gray levels, which can be, redistributed both linearly and nonlinearly using the gray level frequencies and
noise estimation of the original panoramic images. Researchers used in this study a method for image preprocessing of cardiac scintography images step-by-step process. Collecting the nuclear medicine images from Hospitals and converting this image RGB into Gray color. Two different filtering algorithms filtered cardiac images. The filtering algorithms used were Block Processing Large Images.

**Block Processing Large Images Technique**

When working with large images, normal image processing techniques can sometimes break down. The images can either be too large to load into memory, or else they can be loaded into memory but then be too large to process. To avoid these problems, one can process large images incrementally: reading, processing, and finally writing the results back to disk, one region at a time. The blockproc function helps you with this process. Using blockproc, specify an image, a block size, and a function handle. Blockproc then divides the input image into blocks of the specified size, processes them using the function handle one block at a time, and then assembles the results into an output image. Blockproc returns the output to memory or to a new file on disk.

First, consider the results of performing edge detection without block processing. This example uses a small image, cameraman.tif, to illustrate the concepts, but block processing is often more useful for large images [12-16].

**Results**

When working with large images, normal image processing techniques can sometimes break down. The images can either be too large to load into memory, or else they can be loaded into memory but then be too large to process. To avoid these problems, large images can process incrementally: reading, processing, and finally writing the results back to disk, one region at a time. The blockproc function helps in this process. Using blockproc, specify an image, a block size, and a function handle. Blockproc then divides the input image into blocks of the specified size, processes them using the function handle one block at a time, and then assembles the results
into an output image. Blockproc returns the output to memory or to a new file on disk figure 2 and figure 3.

*Figure No.1 Original Cardiac Images*

*Conventional Edge Detection*
Discussion

When working with large images will often use the 'Destination' parameter to specify a file into which blockproc will write the output image. This example uses a block size of (50 50) as in nuclear medicine images. In general, choosing larger block sizes yields better performance for blockproc. This is particularly true for file-to-file workflows where accessing the disk will incur a significant performance cost. Appropriate block sizes vary based on the machine resources available, but should likely be in the range of thousands of pixels per dimension. The significant artifacts from the block processing. Determining whether a pixel is an edge pixel or not requires information from the neighboring pixels. This means that each block cannot be processed completely separately from its surrounding pixels. To remedy this, use the blockproc parameter ‘BorderSize’ to specify vertical and horizontal borders around each block. The necessary ‘BorderSize’ varies depending on the task is being performed. The blocks are now being processed with an additional 10 pixels of image data on each side. This looks better, but the result is still significantly different from the original in-memory result. The reason for this is that
the Canny edge detector uses a threshold that is computed based on the complete image histogram. Since the blockproc function calls the edge function for each block, the Canny algorithm is working with incomplete histograms and therefore using varying thresholds across the image.

When block processing images, it is important to understand these types of algorithm constraints. Some functions will not directly translate to block processing for all syntaxes. In this case, the edge function allows you to pass in a fixed threshold as an input argument instead of computing it. The function is modified to handle to use the three-argument syntax of edge, and thus remove one of the “global” constraints of the function. Some trial and error finds that a threshold of 0.09 gives good results [17-18].

The result closely matches the original in-memory result. Some additional artifacts could see along the boundaries. These are due to the different methods of padding used by the Canny edge detector. Currently, blockproc only supports zero-padding along the image boundaries.
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